PERSONS AND SCENES IN DAY'S GRIST OF NEWS FROM HOME AND ABROAD AS CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA

A FRIENDLY CHAT THAT LIGHTENS THE BORDERS OF WAR

A woman, as represented here by a British "Ehmen," when an officer asks directions, is represented as a typical model to the French troops. The presentation given her name for amusement.

CONFLICT FURNISHES INSPIRATION TO ARTISTS

Already the painters of Europe are busy on the pictures that shall tell future generations the story of the war. Sanderson-Wells, a London artist, is shown at his easel.

ATLANTIC FLEET ARRIVING AT HAMPTON ROADS FOR SPRING MANEUVERS

In the foreground is the flagship Wyoming. The Administration is said to be thankful that the mighty aggregation is so near Newport News in case of complications with foreign warships.

A UPSET IN THE VANZERBILDE CUP RACE

One of the crashes in the recent meeting of the San Francisco Exposition tournament between American and English teams. The van is overturned from a drag by members of the Hayes team organization.

SPRING WEATHER MAKES THE SMOKE HANG LOW WHEN TRAINS CROSS THE ALLEGHENIES

The smoke is expected to have a greater range and to cause the trains to be pulled up by the signal gades. As the result of the smoke, however, the engines are expected to improve their speed and make up lost time.